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This article considers the characterization of blessed souls in
Dante’s Commedia (1307–21) and Petrarch’s Canzoniere
(c. 1356–74) and Triumphi (c. 1352–74). It argues that
eschatological realism – the detailed representation of souls in
the afterlife – lies at the heart of these three works, each of
which depicts a deceased beloved who now resides in
Paradise. Dante’s Paradiso navigates a range of doctrinal and
literary challenges to incorporate its blessed characters into the
poem’s continuum of interlocutors. Although the Commedia
culminates with a first-person, mystical experience, the
structural importance of third-person voices to the canticle
demonstrates the centrality of realist characterization to the
overall project. Petrarch’s works, meanwhile, reject Dante’s
broad and varied descriptions of beatitude but nonetheless
assert a more restricted eschatological realism channelled
through the interpersonal connection with Laura. The beloved’s
combination of exemplarity and historicity sets up the
paradigm that defines the other characters in Petrarch’s
narrative, including the poetic ‘I’.
SOMMARIO
L’articolo si concentra sul caratterizzare delle anime beate nella
Commedia di Dante, nonché nel Canzoniere e nei Triumphi di
Petrarca. Si propone che il realismo escatologico, cioè la
raffigurazione dettagliata delle anime nell’aldilà, stia a cuore di
tutte e tre opere, ognuna delle quali narra di un’amata defunta
ora residente in Paradiso. Nel suo Paradiso, Dante travalica vari
ingombri di natura sia dottrinale, sia letteraria per arrivare a
includere i personaggi beati nella sequenza di interlocutori del
poema. Benché la Commedia culmini in un’esperienza mistica in
prima persona, l’importanza strutturale delle voci di terza
persona dimostra la centralità della caratterizzazione realista al
progetto complessivo. Le opere petrarchesche, invece, pur
respingendo le descrizioni dantesche della beatitudine,
piuttosto ampie e variegate, tuttavia esibiscono un realismo
escatologico più stretto perché incanalato nella connessione
interpersonale con Laura. La combinazione di esemplarità e
storicità caratteristica dell’amata donna stabilisce un paradigma
determinante per tutti gli altri personaggi della narrativa
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Se fu beato chi la vide in terra,
or che fia dunque a rivederla in cielo?
(Petrarch, Triumphus Eterntitatis, 144–45).
Introduction
This essay will concentrate on the characterization of departed souls in Dante’s Commedia
and Petrarch’s Canzoniere and Triumphi. At the centre of this trio of vernacular narrative
works stands the figure of the beloved lady who has passed on to Heaven. The literary
process of characterization therefore entwines with the theological question of how far,
if at all, one may represent the ultimate truth of salvation. Although there are important
differences between the two poets’ approaches, both adopt a moderate eschatological
realism in characterizing saved souls. By this, I mean that they consider detailed
depictions of the blessed as permissible and indeed desirable under certain conditions.
The notion that the Commedia’s diverse cast of souls, angels and devils offer a true
representation, not only of matters affecting this world but also of salvation and
damnation, is fundamental to the modern tradition of Anglo-American Dante criticism.1
Petrarch, meanwhile, overtly rejects the charge that his Laura ‘was completely invented,
my poems fictitious and my sighs feigned’.2 But eschatological realism was profoundly
controversial for fourteenth-century readers because it implied the poet’s personal
knowledge of eternal, mystical truths. All of Dante’s early commentators, for example,
stress the fictionality of his poem’s plot.3 What follows will adduce contextual material
from contemporary legal sources and theological debates that sheds light on this
unwillingness to accept Dante’s descriptions of the afterlife as verisimilar.
Of course, Petrarch shared the intellectual and cultural milieu of the Trecento
commentators so these considerations will likewise illuminate his poetic response to
Dante’s work. As Dante’s traditional antithesis in the critical literature, influential analyses
tend to depict an antirealist ‘Petrarca senza storia’.4 Gianfranco Contini’s division of Italian
literature into a Dantean strand – plurilingual, expressionist, historicizing – and a
Petrarchan one – monolingual, clasissizing, ahistorical – continues to foster this perceived
opposition.5 In fact, we shall see that Petrarch is open to an eschatologically realist
approach in his own poetry, within new limits that changing theological orthodoxy had
placed on such expression. Over and above the essential salvific figure of Laura,
Petrarch’s vernacular poetry also considers the salvation of numerous other friends and
acquaintances. And so, on the specific question of representing departed souls in bliss,
the Paradiso represented a unique and unavoidable interlocutor.
The place of realism in medieval theories of characterization
As is typical in realist texts, the characters in Dante and Petrarch’s narrative works function
as ethical models and as mediators to the narrative situation they inhabit, including the
afterlife as appropriate.6 This implies an underlying theoretical structure that is
undeniably realist: the value of these works rests on their capacity to encompass
external truth within a narrative centred on concrete and recognizable contemporary
figures.7 From Roland Barthes’s ‘reality effect’ of Flaubert describing a piano, to Jacques
Le Goff on the ‘realist evocations of customs and behaviours’ in collections of
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exemplary narratives for medieval preachers,8 narratives from all time periods are
commonly termed realist where they combine ‘internal logico-semantic cohesion’ with a
plot and characters that fit into ‘the general course of contemporary History’.9
Although realism was not a recognized literary term in the Middle Ages, its essential
techniques, including verisimilitude, detailed exposition and a concentration on
everyday life were recognized in classical rhetoric.10 The secular rhetoric of late
medieval Italy, both in Latin and the vernacular, follows a Ciceronian model focused on
successful and appropriate communication.11 Ciceronian figures related to
characterization include: effictio (Italian mostramento), a brief sketch highlighting
essential traits;12 notatio (Italian disegnare), a more extended description of ‘li
reggimenti della natura d’alcuna persona, […] i quali […] sì come certi segni sono dati
a l’uomo’13 and sermocinatio (Italian sermonare), ’quando il dicitor favella in luogo
d’un’altra persona’.14
It may surprise us that rhetoricians deemed effictio more definitive than its longer
counterpart: a brief description was reserved for a person whose relevance to the
overall discourse was unquestioned, while a fuller explanation implied a digression to
exemplify a relevant quality, which thus took precedence over the character’s identity.15
This rejection of superfluity in description, what Barthes calls ‘narrative luxury’,
discourages the use of ‘reality effects’ to contextualize the narrative in history;16 as we
shall see, it is a precept both Dante and Petrarch breach in significant ways.
Another key feature of the characters in these works is that they always already exist in
another book: the Bible, a classical or medieval source, the historical record, the ‘book of
Creation’. The narratological term for the introduction into a work of characters who exist
outside of it is versioning.17 The technique naturally emphasizes a work’s literary qualities
by suggesting that its characters are not inventions ex nihilo but rather commentaries on
and reworkings of prior texts.
The medieval rhetorical figure that relates most closely to versioning was the exemplum,
which, by the late thirteenth century, had become a central feature of medieval
preaching.18 In the process, the exemplum had expanded greatly from its classical
definition – ‘what happens when we describe with our words some fair saying or deed
of a wise and celebrated person’19 – to ‘a brief narrative presented as truthful (that is,
historical) and used in discourse (usually a sermon) to convince listeners by offering
them a salutary lesson’.20 Where civic rhetoricians usually peopled their treatises with
ancient pagan figures,21 preachers preferred well-known modern personages to help
the listener to grasp the continuing relevance of biblical precepts.22 In sum, the
medieval religious exemplum privileges a historicity of recency in its characters, as
would realist narrative centuries later.
For Dante, the exemplum, with its familiar stories and humble diction, is an important
means of introducing theological material into his work in a realist manner – i.e. through
recognizable characters from recent history.23 The Commedia marks a watershed in Italian
literary history: with Dante’s poem, and with the parallel emergence of the novella
tradition, secular narrative begins to record large numbers of contemporary lives.24
Thereafter, it will seem unremarkable for historical voices from the recent past to play
an essential mediating role between the poetic self and external truth.25 The social
range of characters in Petrarch’s works is more restricted than Dante’s. Nonetheless,
without Dante’s validation of the recent past, it remains impossible to imagine
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the centrality of Laura to Petrarch’s poetic identity, or even the promise made by
the mysterious guide figure of the Triumphi: ‘vero amico / ti son, e teco nacqui in terra
tosca’.26
The triumph of realism in paradiso
Authors of preaching manuals esteemed exempla because they made mystical truths
more palpable and thus more comprehensible for the listener.27 Similarly, the realism of
the Commedia is founded in its characters: eternal immaterial souls made recognizable
to its human readers thanks to their earthly deeds and attributes.28 In Paradiso XXXIII,
Bernard of Clairvaux stresses the essential continuity of the Pilgrim’s journey, and
especially of the departed souls whom he has met across Hell, Purgatory and Heaven.29
Or questi [Dante], che da l’infima lacuna
de l’universo, infin qui ha vedute
le vite spiritali ad una ad una.
(Par. XXXIII. 22–24)
In a study of characterization in the Commedia, I have drawn a distinction between the
work’s static and dynamic characters based on the notion that ‘every [third-person]
character either joins with the protagonist’s journey for a time or delays it while the
two parties interact’.30 Static characters, like Francesca da Rimini (Inf. V) represent the
classic case of ‘an encounter between the protagonist and a character located in a
given zone of the afterlife who represents or exemplifies that place’s moral virtue or
vice’.31 In rhetorical terms, they may be described with effictio (e.g. Gianni Schicchi, Inf.
XXX) or notatio (e.g. Pier delle Vigne, Inf. XIII). Dynamic characters, like Virgil or Beatrice,
‘move through the different zones both of the poem and of the afterlife’ and have
‘structurally significant roles in the poem, surpassed only by the narrator himself’.32 They
are almost always described using notatio at some point, although effictio may occur in
the case of repeated interventions, as with Matelda’s ‘ladylike’ reminder of Statius’s
continued presence at the end of the Earthly Paradise cantos (Purg. XXXIII. 133–35).
However, the blessed souls of Heaven are different from other departed persons in that
they enjoy the beatific vision of God, which ought to remove them from the bodily
methods of positioning, distinguishing and ranking that are essential both to static and
dynamic types of characterization. In essence, Paradiso demands a novel form of
realism in order that the blessed souls can form the continuum with the damned and
the penitent to which Bernard refers.
Dante supplies a doctrinal explanation for the corporeal realism of his characterization in
Inferno and Purgatorio via the concept of the shade (ombra).33 Statius explains that departed
souls who remain on Earth, whether permanently in Hell or temporarily onMount Purgatory,
form the surrounding air into a pseudo-body, capable of undergoing any experience
conforming to Divine Justice (Purg. XXV. 88–107). In the following canto, the lustful souls
provide further context by dubbing their virtual physicality a ‘corpo fittizio’ (Purg. XXVI. 12).
The term the souls use reflects a concept from medieval law, corpus fictivum, which
indicates the imagined presence of an absent or deceased person like the testator in a
will.34 Just as the pseudo-bodies of the souls in Hell and Purgatory have only those
functions deemed necessary by Divine Justice, jurists delimited the situations in which
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one could conjure up a fictitious body according to the laws of nature – understood as the
terrestrial expression of God’s ordained power (potestas ordinata).35 Like the fictional
characters of the realist novel, the corpus fictivum of the damned and penitent is a
supplement to reality that nonetheless follows its essential rules.36 In the Middle Ages,
these rules are synonymous with natural law, meaning that, despite their
unconventional ’narrative luxury’, Dante’s fictitious bodies are at once realist and
ethically motivated, as medieval literary theory requires.37
Statius does not mention the blessed; moreover, the characters of Paradiso ordinarily inhabit
the Empyrean, a place beyond the finite universe and its natural law: ‘dove Dio sanza mezzo
governa / la legge natural nulla rivela’ (Par. XXX. 122–23).38 Most of the canticle adopts a
temporary solution: the Pilgrim encounters the blessed outside the Empyrean in the finite
celestial spheres. Here natural philosophy can apply, although Dante does not make clear
exactly how far in the case of blessed souls. Instead, the location in space and time of
Paradiso’s static characters is implied by the continuation of the Commedia’s realist
characterization processes: encounters with exemplary figures rooted both in the
contemporary world and in the afterlife via the ‘reality effects’ of description and dialogue. 39
The first three heavens that the Earth’s shadow touches are especially important to
establishing the possibility of realist characterization in Paradiso, as we shall see below via
a close examination of the figure of Justinian. Souls like Piccarda Donati share completely
in the beatific vision yet continue to be ‘ombre’ because of the shadow of sin that they
bear (Par. III. 34–36).40 The continued use of the term ombra implies a resemblance
between the way in which the characters of the Paradiso manifest and the aerial bodies of
non-saved souls.41 Moreover, it confirms that the third canticle will maintain the poem’s
realist narrative structure of dialogue between the protagonist and pseudo-corporeal
characters whose location and movements in time and space have an exemplary value.
It seems implicit that the physics of the heavenly spheres, where the celestial element
aether (‘etera’) replaces the four earthly elements, allows the blessed souls to take on a
form localized in space:42 an aethereal body, analogous to the aerial bodies of the damned
and penitent. Both times Dante mentions aether, he makes clear that the triumphant souls
of Heaven affect it via proximity, just as the souls still on Earth affected the surrounding
air.43 However, the second, more explicit, mention of this process (Par. XXVI. 69–70) comes
at the point where the blessed are returning from the spheres to the Empyrean and the
artificiality of the notion of a static character in Paradise is at its clearest.
Even assuming that an aethereal body explains the souls’ appearances in the spheres,
some other mechanism must underpin the continuation of realist characterization into
the Empyrean: the humanizing descriptions of Bernard of Clairvaux and Beatrice, or a
detail like the different hair colours that still distinguish Jacob and Esau.44 Bernard’s
invitation to Dante, ‘riguarda omai ne la faccia che a Cristo / più si somiglia’ (Par.
XXXII. 85–86), highlights the unique presence of Mary’s resurrected body among the
blessed and the provisional nature of any representation of the other souls. In the
absence of aether and natural law, medieval canon law and theology offer another
kind of fictitious body in which the blessed of the Empyrean can participate: the
indivisible corpus mysticum of the Universal Church.45 While they await the
resurrection of their bodies, the saved souls are nevertheless members of this
corporate body: ‘a mystical entity really existing outside the world of particulars, […]
on a level with the species and genera which alone have true reality’.46 Aside from
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Mary, the human forms that Dante glimpses in the Empyrean cantos are of a piece with
the mystical imagery of sparks, water, flowers, etc. he also evokes: they are real in a way
that only transcendence allows.
The concept of the corpus Ecclesiaemysticum is at itsmost apparent in themany corporate
terms applied to the blessed in the Empyrean, ‘cort[e]’, ‘regno’, ‘convento’, or ‘città’ (Par. XXX.
96, 98, 129, 130; cf. ‘la corte del cielo’, Inf. II. 125), and especially in its similarity to Rome.47 But it
is operative throughout the Paradiso, especially where Dante speaks of the blessed as full
human persons who enjoy beatitude through the combination of soul and corporate body.
Hence the many collective, symbolic expressions of heavenly bliss that dot the cantos of
the finite spheres: the circular dance of the Heaven of the Sun; the souls in Mars arranging
themselves into a crucifix; the just in Jupiter spelling out a biblical verse, the final ‘m’ of
which then becomes a talking eagle; the replica of Jacob’s Ladder in Saturn; and the
Triumphs of Christ and Mary in the Sphere of Fixed Stars.
These corporate figurations of beatitude model for the pilgrim and the reader the
possibility of membership in a polity of the saved – provisionally on Earth and eternally
in Heaven. Beatrice sums this up with her promise to the pilgrim in Eden: ‘Qui sarai tu
poco tempo silvano; / e sarai meco sanza fine cive / di quella Roma onde Cristo è
romano’ (Purg. XXXII. 100–02). Her description of the Empyrean as an analogue of the
Eternal City presages the descriptions of it in Paradiso XXX–XXXII, connecting even this
transcendent locale to a geographically and historically located site.48 Meanwhile, the
first half of the promise – ‘Qui sarai tu poco tempo silvano’ – attributes to Dante the
legal status of ‘sylvan citizen’ vis-à-vis Heaven:49 he is a lawful newcomer from outside
the city walls who must meet certain obligations to consummate his naturalization.50
Beatrice’s connection of Heaven and Rome is part of a sustained and technical
figuration, known in medieval Latin as transumptio,51 which connects the earthly city to
the civitas Dei. One significant aspect of Roman culture Dante consistently highlights is
the triumph:52 an event designed to imbue historical reality with sacred meaning.53 The
application of triumphal imagery to Christian beatitude was already common before
Dante.54 Drawing on this pre-existing syncretism, the Paradiso’s triumphal imagery
suggests a continuity between the imperial might of Pagan Rome and the
eschatological victory wrought by Christ’s resurrection.
The transumptio of the triumph begins in the Earthly Paradise (Purg. XXVIII–XXXIII) and
recurs consistently thereafter until the pilgrim reaches the new Rome of the Empyrean. In
Eden, Dante sees a Christianized version of a pagan triumph: a great procession of
symbolic figures who parade before a chariot bearing a Christlike Beatrice.55 In the
Heaven of Fixed Stars, meanwhile, he witnesses a triumph more in line with the
iconography of the Ascension and Transfiguration.56 ‘Le schiere / del trïunfo del Cristo’
(Par. XXIII. 19–20) gather as Christ and Mary appear in their resurrected bodies before
ascending to the Empyrean.
The Emperor Justinian (Cantos V–VII) is both an important participant in the
metaphorical filigree of the triumph,57 and a key figure for understanding the Paradiso’s
eschatological realism. Justinian famously has the distinction of being the only
character in the poem to speak for an entire canto uninterrupted. This singular instance
of sermocinatio appears fitting given Justinian’s rationalization of Roman law into ‘a
single codex which brought together the scattered writings of so many authors’.58 And
yet the Earth’s shadow that touches Justinian is a reminder of how worldly ambition,
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even when aimed at justice, tends to toward the sin of pride. On Earth he was Inclutus
Victor ac Triumfator; in Heaven, however, the earthly shadow that shrouds Justininan
rounds out his characterization with human error and ambiguity. One could read his
total occupation of Paradiso VI as the grandiose solitude of the sovereign who demands
‘no jurist shall hereafter dare to attach commentaries to [the Digest]’.59
Justinian’s narrative prominence stands in instructive contrast to the other Roman
emperor who appears as a character in Paradiso: Trajan. Although he is located far
above Justinian in the Heaven of Jupiter, Trajan’s characterization is much less rich and
we receive little insight into his personality.60 In Paradiso XX, a terse effictio recalls his
charitable response to a poor widow’s petition for justice (43–48). This turn refers back
to the fuller account in the divine carvings depicting exemplars of humility on Mount
Purgatory’s Terrace of Pride (Purg. X. 73–93). But, even in this longer exposition, Trajan
remains an undeveloped cipher of a virtuous quality – humility. Justinian, meanwhile,
speaks for himself, alluding both to achievements and failings, giving the reader an
appropriately ambiguous sense of himself as a person.61
Justinian’s ambiguity epitomizes the third canticle’s eschatological realism. Although
lower in space and therefore in justice than Trajan, he nevertheless enjoys much more
narrative time, in which he develops a truly distinct voice, what Genette calls ‘the
generating instance of narrative discourse’.62 Clearly, his failings are essential to his
status as a transitional figure between Earth and Heaven. But the necessity of such
earthly and indeed sinful signifiers in communicating said transition recalls its
incompatibility with remaining on Earth.
Dante’s ultimate resolution of this tension is to have his first-person protagonist
transcend all third-person characters, Beatrice as well as Justinian, and justify his
unworthy diction by direct divine inspiration. He calls the Commedia ‘’l poema sacro, /
al quale ha posto mano e Cielo e terra’ (Par. XXV. 1–2) and places at its climax a
mystical vision. But assertions of privilege are insufficient to substantiate such grandiose
claims: as Genette reminds us, first-person narrative is no more than ‘[a] story told by
one of its “characters”’.63 The poem’s verisimilar characterization thus remains one of
the essential guarantors of its author’s exceptional poetic discretion.64 From amidst the
throng of characters a coalition of voices emerges: Virgil, Brunetto, Cato, Beatrice,
Cacciaguida and others. These memorable characters use their narrative authority to
vouch for the pilgrim’s membership in the City of God in Exile, even if they are
themselves temporarily or permanently excluded from its heavenly continuation.
The Canzoniere’s community of blessed poets
Although Dante could not have known it, his formation of the blessed into a mystical,
corporate union presages a central issue in the beatific vision controversy that would
erupt around a decade after his death.65 Pope John XXII, a canon lawyer by training,
drew on corporation theory in a way that echoes Dante’s heavenly body politic, arguing
that the blessed before the Last Judgment become citizens of the Regnum Christi, with
Christ’s humanity at its head but not the other two persons of the Trinity.66 Clearly, the
Commedia does not support John’s fundamental proposal that, before the resurrection
of their bodies, the damned do not enter Hell and the saved do not enjoy the full
vision of the Triune God. But its underlying eschatology meshes quite closely with
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compromise stances associated with Franciscan thinkers sympathetic to the renegade
pope. The Franciscans proposed that the souls of the blessed would receive the beatific
vision immediately upon purification but that this would be enhanced further by the
resurrection of their bodies.67
With the election of Benedict XII to the Papacy in 1334, and his issuance of the
constitution Benedictus Deus in 1336, John XXII’s views and the more moderate
Franciscan position were swept aside in favour of a Thomist assertion of saved souls’
immediate and complete access to the beatific vision even before the bodily
Resurrection.68 In this context, any attempt to emulate the Paradiso’s detailed and
verisimilar treatment of the life of the blessed before the Last Judgment became
inconceivable.
Petrarch had close ties to the Papal court at Avignon in the 1330s and his letters
demonstrate his familiarity with the disputes over the beatific vision.69 He even admits
to sympathizing with John XXII’s side of the debate, albeit accepting that ‘the opinion
was refuted by the more rational judgment of many’.70 Benedictus Deus’s doctrine that
the experiences of beatitude in time and after the Last Judgment are qualitatively
equivalent is surely a significant factor in Petrarch’s treatment of Paradise in his works,
which is repeated and yet oblique.
Like Dante’s Vita nova (c. 1294), Petrarch’s Rerum vulgarium fragmenta, or Canzoniere, is a
testimony of an exemplary female figure before and after her death and salvation.71
However, Petrarch respects the changed doctrinal context by maintaining a more earthly
perspective, abandoning Dante’s ambition to ascend to Paradise in order to praise the
beloved.72 At the same time, the Canzoniere still makes use of a realist exemplarity in its
repeated evocations of living, historicized contemporaries in earthly time and space.73
Beyond Laura, the Canzoniere includes poems addressed to around sixteen other
historical persons – disputes over some of their identities make it impossible to give a
precise number – all male friends connected to the cultural elite and most of them fellow
vernacular love poets. By subtracting the now heterodox aspiration of a paradisiacal
engagement with blessed characters, while maintaining the exemplarity of contemporary
figures and the socio-political context, Petrarch expands on Dante’s claim of spiritual
authority for a realist account of sublime human love.
Especially in Part I, the Canzoniere predominantly employs effictio to describe Laura.74
Petrarch emphasizes his beloved’s physical and biographical characteristics – her
blonde hair, her light-coloured eyes, her birth and upbringing near Avignon – whereas
Dante’s descriptions of Beatrice concentrate on her effects on the lover.75 The use of
effictio flattens Laura’s character and allows the first-person perspective to dominate; at
the same time, it underlines her centrality to the Canzoniere’s redemptive narrative and
insists on the importance of the poet’s encounters with his lady in historical time. After
Laura’s death, the poet changes course, introducing the ‘narrative luxury’ and ‘reality
effects’ associated with sermocinatio and notatio to his descriptions of the beloved (see
RVF 279, 302, 341, 359). These passages connect with Triumphus Mortis II, which also
presents a loquacious, historicized Laura. Paradoxically, Laura’s characterization
becomes more realist after her death and beatification.
While Laura remains alive, notatio and sermocinatio are largely restricted to minor
characters: the aged pilgrim of RVF 16, or RVF 50’s Ovidian simpliciores. Instead, Petrarch
moulds the topos of lontananza (distance from the beloved) into a mark of distinction.
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Again, this means a strongly thematized third-person focalization is lacking and internal
dialogues within a divided poetic self, with Love for example, play the defining role of
the Commedia’s encounters with external, historicized subjects.76
A notable outlier is canzone 119, which connects the unfulfillable eros of the poems for
Laura to fleshed-out female characters in a way other lyrics of Part I do not. Commentators
have read the two ladies with whom the poet speaks as allegories of Glory and Virtue but
this is not explicit in the text. In fact, the seventh stanza’s explanation that they are
immortal ‘ombr[e]’ (RVF 119. 99), could imply that they are pseudo-corporeal visitors
from the Afterlife given a figural interpretation, like Virgil in Inferno I.77 Whatever the
ladies’ ontological status, it is clearly significant that one of them crowns the poet with
laurels – a reference to Petrarch’s coronation at Rome in 1341 that granted him the
powers and immunities necessary to his poetic activities.78
We saw above that the Commedia seeks authority primarily by internal means,
including its characters. RVF 119, by contrast, combines ‘reality effects’ in
characterization with reference to an external biographical event: the coronation
ceremony granting Petrarch a formal status as poet (officium poetae) analogous to
princely sovereignty.79 As he was no doubt aware, Petrarch’s receipt of the laurels
realizes on Earth an ambition expressed in Dante’s Paradiso, where the laurel crown
also connects poetic glory with political power.80 The documents associated with the
coronation make other relevant literary theoretical claims, all of which have precedents
in the Commedia: that poetry ‘set[s] forth truths physical, moral and historical’; that
poets are sacred figures possessed of prophetical insight whose genius is a divinely
bestowed gift; and that their works may serve as spiritual inspiration and ethical
guidance for others.81
While RVF 119 clearly refers to Petrarch’s coronation, it also incorporates this external
event into the fiction of the poem and into the Canzoniere’s master narrative of
conversion. Not only do this poem’s third-person characters stand out in context, so
does the poetic ‘I’, who professes his love for a lady other than Laura and dramatizes a
change of heart from his first to his second immortal visitor – two things which other
poems, RVF 16 for example, depict as impossible.82
The poems before and after RVF 119 help integrate its anomalies – love for ladies other
than Laura and non-erotic autobiography – into the Canzoniere’s amorous realism. The
preceding poem, RVF 118, marks sixteen years of continuous love since the first
meeting with Laura narrated in RVF 3. Before this is a sequence of ten poems, which all
recount visions of Laura (RVF 108-117). Three of these poems address the fellow lyricist,
Sennuccio del Bene (RVF 108, 112, 113),83 who demonstrates the poet’s preceptive
authority (magisterium) acknowledged in the coronation ceremony.84 As a fellow
subject of ‘il signor nostro Amore’ (112. 14; cf. 108. 12), Sennuccio has a special moral
standing that allows Petrarch to turn to him for emotional validation (112. 1–4) and
advice (113. 14).
After the shades of RVF 119 return to their heavenly abode, the congedo admits that
some may find the poem’s meaning obscure; the poet thus promises ‘ch’altro
messaggio il vero / farà in più chiara voce manifesto’ (108-09). RVF 120 immediately
fulfils this promise by reasserting Dante’s claim that poets have special knowledge of
the Afterlife. This sonnet addresses another vernacular poet, Antonio Beccari, who
wrote a canzone in Petrarch’s memory in 1343, believing him to have died. After
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politely correcting Beccari, Petrarch claims that, like Dante, he in fact visited the Gate of
Hell during a recent illness, only to see an inscription above it assuring him that it was
not yet his time (120. 8–12). By raising but then dismissing the possibility of his own
journey through the afterlife, Petrarch implies both the authority and the greater
orthodoxy of his mediated, earthly perspective.
Having demonstrated his magisterium, Petrarch returns to his central theme of love for
Laura. RVF 121 is a madrigal asking Love to release Petrarch from his feelings for a single
‘giovenetta donna’ (121. 1) whose physical traits and aloof demeanour resemble Laura,85
an impression RVF 122 seems to confirm with its commemoration of the seventeenth
anniversary of the first encounter. RVF 123 then describes Laura as a heavenly, angelic
figure, reminiscent of the beloved in Guinizzelli and Dante’s early lyrics, and also of the
two ladies of RVF 119. The final lines hint that a risen, glorified Laura may join the
dialogue with the poet: ‘et tacendo dicea, come a me parve / “Chi m’allontana il mio
fedele amico?”’ Of course, this is exactly what the departed Laura does in the Trionfi
and Part II of the Canzoniere.
When the Canzoniere comes to record Laura’s death, a historicized male friend, again
Sennuccio del Bene, plays a key role in defining the possibilities for contact between
the lover and his now departed beloved. In a postil to a draft of ‘Che debb’io far? Che
mi consigli amore’ (RVF 268), the great lament poem for Laura, Petrarch records how he
first heard of Sennuccio’s death, a little over a year after Laura’s. The news caused him
to revise the canzone’s congedo, addressed to his friend.86
The draft congedo reverses the situation of Sennuccio’s canzone ‘Quella speranza,
che·mmi fe’ lontano’, addressed to a beloved in Florence after the poet had gone into
exile to join Henry VII’s doomed Italian campaign (1310–13).87 Sennuccio’s congedo
begins ‘Canzon, tu·nne girai ritta in Toscana / a quel piacer che mai non fu piu fino’.88
Petrarch’s draft also directs his poem to Tuscany – specifically to Florence – to seek out
not a lady but Sennuccio, who has at last returned home in body, albeit his exiled spirit
still wanders elsewhere.
S’Amor vivo è nel mondo
e ne l’amicho nostro al qual tu vai,
canzon, tu ‘l troverai
mezzo dentro in Fiorenza e mezzo fori:
altri non v’è che ‘ntenda i miei dolori.89
In place of the draft congedo, Petrarch wrote the sonnets ‘Oimè il bel viso, oimè il soave
sguardo’ (RVF 267) and ‘Sennuccio mio ben che doglioso et solo’ (RVF 287). In the
Canzoniere, the former poem announces Laura’s death. The lament for Sennuccio,
meanwhile, comes after the first sequence of apparitions and dream visions of Laura’s
departed soul (RVF 279–86) – a revival of the themes of RVF 108–19.
As he addresses Sennuccio for the final time, Petrarch expresses certainty that his
friend’s soul has risen to Heaven. Moreover, he gives one of the Canzoniere’s few
detailed treatments of the state of the blessed after death.90 Drawing again on his
poetic magisterium, Petrarch places Sennuccio in the third heaven: that of Venus and
also the heaven that the Apostle Paul visited (2 Cor. 12: 2). RVF 287 further populates
this sphere with the soul of Laura and those of other vernacular love poets, including
Cino and Dante. Laura’s elevation to the Third Heaven (reiterated at RVF 302. 3) thus
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unites the beloved in salvation with characters representing the lover. In so doing, the
poem promises fulfilment of the dream of eternal union in Paradise of poet and lady
that had fascinated Italian lyric love poets since Giacomo da Lentini.91
Despite these positive vernacular echoes, RVF 287 raises problematic theological issues.
In the Paradiso, the Third Heaven is the location to which Rahab is said to have ascended
before other souls: ‘Da questo cielo, in cui l’ombra s’appunta / che ‘l vostro mondo face,
pria ch’altr’alma / del trïunfo di Cristo fu assunta’ (Par. IX. 117–20). Commentators since
Iacomo della Lana have inferred that Rahab was ‘in Venus poetically’,92 since her true
abode is surely the Empyrean. However, this is not made explicit in the text. The
Canzoniere contains an analogous ambiguity between orthodoxy (Empyrean) and poetic
licence (Third Heaven) when Laura descends to console Petrarch in the canzone
‘Quando il soave mio fido conforto’ (RVF 359). In the collection’s most extensive
application of notatio and sermocinatio to Laura, the beloved contradicts the poet’s
apparently authoritative descriptions of the Third Heaven and declares that she has
come ‘dal sereno / ciel Empireo’ (9–10).
The uncertain heavenly abode of Rahab and Laura in Heaven evokes a key text in the
beatific vision controversy: book 12 of Augustine’s De Genesi ad litteram, which casts doubt
on the possibility of distinguishing between the Third Heaven (2 Cor. 12: 2) and the
Celestial Paradise (2 Cor. 12: 4) as the place to which the Apostle Paul ascended.93 The
two poets’ depictions of Heaven reflect the exegetical principles that Augustine
expounds here: the subordination of details to the search for higher truth and the
acceptance of apparent imprecisions as the inevitable result of contemplating the
ineffable from a limited human perspective.94
Like the Bible, the Paradiso supplies a mass of details that make any tensions or
contradictions easier to discount. But the Canzoniere describes salvation only
sporadically and the inconsistency between RVF 287 and 302, and RVF 359 is thus more
overt. In truth, Lana’s analysis of Paradiso IX seems to fit Petrarch better than Dante.
Given Petrarch’s reluctant acceptance of Benedictus Deus, he seems to allow himself a
‘poetical’ placement of souls in his own voice, applying especially to fellow poets and
the beloved, with a reversion to orthodoxy when Laura herself voices her salvation.
Where Dante’s eschatological realism aspires to an impossible plenitude through layers
of detail, Petrarch’s emphasizes the gaps and incompleteness that are the counterpart
of such descriptive richness.95
The Triumphi and the limits of salvific characterization
One could say that Petrarch’s Triumphi sit at the apex of a triangle, the other two corners
of which are the Canzoniere and Commedia. Petrarch’s long poem draws its form, its
narrative frame and much of its diction from its Dantean predecessor. Moreover, the
title of Petrarch’s poem appropriates the transumptio of the triumph that underlies
Paradiso’s eschatological realism. Equally, the love story with Laura is central, as in the
Canzonierie, albeit the antiquarian concerns of the poet’s Latin works find more space
in the Triumphi.96
As in the Commedia, the third-person characters whom the protagonist meets are souls
detached from their bodies. Petrarch avoids explaining how they manifest themselves to
his mortal senses by framing the Triumphi as a dream vision (TC I. 7–12). Moreover, his
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dream occurs just before dawn, the hour when such visions were believed to be most
prophetic.97 Nonetheless, Petrarch’s souls are grouped by earthly concerns – love,
chastity, fame – without regard for their fates in Christian eschatology.
The significance of this hybrid setting, part historical, part transcendent, emerges
especially clearly when the protagonist encounters characters from the Commedia. For
example, as in Inferno V, one sequence of notable lovers from the past ends on the
modern pair Paolo Malatesta and Francesca da Rimini (TC III. 12–84). In an apparent
allusion to Dante’s Paolo and his damnation, the pair are weeping.98 However, only a
handful of Petrarch’s list of famous lovers – Semiramis and Tristan, for example –
appear among Dante’s lustful; indeed, according to the Commedia, many are saved –
including David, Jacob, Solomon, Judith. Instead of Inferno V’s tragic counterpoint
between uncontrolled human love and divine charity Triumphus Cupidinis III suspends
judgment on its lovers’ eternal fate and foregrounds the continued humanity of the
departed. The Triumphus Pudicitiae reiterates these themes: it attacks Inferno V’s
condemnation of Dido for lust as ignorant chatter of the mob (TP, 157–9); then the very
next tercet rejects Paradiso III’s account of Piccarda Donati’s coerced marriage as a
desertion of holy vows and praises her attempts to defend her chastity (TP, 160–62).
The Triumphi overturn the characterization practices of the Commedia and of the
Canzoniere: the poem employs effictio to evoke the overwhelming majority of its
characters, reserving notatio and sermocinatio for a few notables, especially Laura. The
concision of effictio leaves no space to confirm the eternal abode of several characters
whose salvation the Canzoniere asserts unequivocally – Cino, Dante, Guittone d’Arezzo,
Sennuccio, and Francesco degli Albizzi.99 The only person in the poem assured of
salvation is Laura, who also takes responsibility for Petrarch’s coronation by wresting his
laurels from Love’s grasp (TP, 91–96) and ferrying them to Rome’s Capitoline Hill (TP,
178–86). The vision of Laura in the Triumphi thus reflects and expands on that of RVF
359, where she also bears ‘un ramoscel di palma / et un di lauro’ (7–8). Together, these
visions suggest that only a blessed intermediary can impart truths about salvation.
Mutatis mutandis, they imply the poetic nature of other descriptions of Heaven: in the
Canzoniere and the Paradiso.
The uncertainty over the fate of Petrarch’s characters is also relevant to his choice of the
triumph as his work’s titular metaphor. For Dante, the triumph could open a fragile but real
conduit between Earth and Heaven but Petrarch’s triumphs belong either to this world or
to the next.
Questi triumfi, i cinque in terra giuso
avem veduto, et a la fina il sesto,
Dio permettente, vederem lassuso.
(TE, 121–23)
The common understanding of the Triumphi as an earthly, humanistic celebration
might therefore appear valid, at least for the first five triumphs.100 However, the deep
integration of the Roman triumph into Christian iconography remains relevant.101
Love’s chariot (TP, 16–23), for example, has clear Christological connotations, as did
Beatrice’s in Dante’s Earthly Paradise. The battle in the Triumphus Pudicitiae between
Love and the personified female Virtues draws on a tradition of Christian allegory
beginning with Prudentius’s Psychomachia (c. 405). But where the Paradiso proposes the
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triumph as an earthly manifestation of the Universal Church, in the Triumphi the earthly
glory that the poet justly accrues requires a personal mediator to connect it to its
heavenly counterpart.
The eschatological realist love narrative thus governs the progression of Petrarch’s
poem all the way to its culmination, whereas Dante’s pilgrim goes beyond Beatrice at
the end of the Commedia. From desire for Laura in the Triumphus Cupidinis, we move to
the glory of her chastity in the Triumphus Pudicitiae. The Triumphus Temporis, which
refutes the pseudo-immortality of earthly fame on which Petrarch’s poet figure
depends, is a dialogue with the sun, one of the poet’s key metonyms for his beloved.102
And, at the heart of the sequence, is the Triumphus Mortis, which establishes Laura’s
salvation – the single point of eschatological certainty in the poem.
Following the new doctrine that minimized the distinction between salvation in spirit
and in body, Petrarch does not qualify or analyse the beatitude to which Laura is headed.
Moreover, the Laura of the Triumphi is a complex character who offers greater insight into
her feelings and her agency in the love narrative than anywhere else in Petrarch’s work.
This fully adumbrated Laura legitimates Petrarch’s poetic project by confirming that his
officium poetae is fully compatible with Christian salvation, including the apparently
secular, antiquarian interests of the Triumphus Fame and the Latin works.
Finally, in the Triumphus Eternitatis, Petrarch dreams of the glory his verses will bring, to
him and Laura, when he joins her in Heaven.
E vedrassi ove, Amor, tu mi legasti
ond’io a dito ne sarò mostrato:
‘Ecco chi pianse sempre, e nel suo pianto
sovra ‘l riso d’ogni altro fu beato!’
E quella di ch’ancor piangendo canto
avrà gran maraviglia di se stessa,
vedendo si fra tutte dar il vanto.
(TE, 93–99)
Petrarch’s celestial triumph combines the ‘poetical’ vision of RVF 287 with the
orthodoxy of RVF 359: not only does the interpersonal connection with the beloved
continue in Heaven, it makes Petrarch’s hoped-for beatitude particular and indivisible.
While the Commedia’s panoply of personae cannot subsist in Petrarch’s unitary Heaven,
one instance of realist characterization remains indispensable.
Conclusion
Because of the new teaching that the saved proceed directly to the full enjoyment of the
beatific vision, Petrarch’s engagement with the Afterlife is circumspect. But even as he
discards, and implicitly critiques, Dante’s attempt at a verisimilar representation of the
Hereafter, Petrarch retains and enhances his precursor’s central claim that amorous
vernacular verse can glorify the beloved, even in Heaven. The realist core of both
writers’ poetics is this belief in the rectitude of poetry dedicated to a historical lady. In a
modern context, especially after the rise of Italian nationalism, such faith in the value of
literary authorship has been read as idealistic, especially in Petrarch’s case. In truth it is
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a Christian vision of learned discipleship and instruction (magisterium) applied to non-
ecclesiastical writings by careful use of contemporary rhetorical, legal and theological
precepts that foreshadow later narrative realism.
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